Remarkable advance has been achieved in multiple myeloma (MM) over the last two decades. Especially, the treatment paradigm in MM with the introduction of novel agents has resulted in improved survival and tolerability, as well as deeper responses including achieving a minimal /measurable residual disease (MRD)-negative state. However, the disease is still considered incurable and displays heterogeneity in individual clinical presentation, course and outcome. This heterogeneity has often been caused by variable genomic and molecular characteristics in the malignant clone [1, 2] , while the technologies enabling molecular profile analysis have been made in our understanding of the biology and pathogenesis of MM. These advances continue to bring about evolving strict definitions of disease and prognosis, and the treatment paradigm combining stem cell transplant, targeted therapies, and immune therapies.
In this special issue of Internal Journal of Hematology, I invited four experts in the field to write reviews on "Recent Advances in Biology and Treatment of Multiple Myeloma" in "Progress in Hematology". This special issue is expected to deepen our knowledge of these advances in MM.
Drs. Yusuke Furukawa and Jiro Kikuchi present a comprehensive and insightful review on molecular basis of clonal evolution in MM and summarize the current knowledge of the mechanisms behind the complex nature of the genomic architecture and clonal evolution in MM, aiming at the development of better treatment strategies. Drs. Furukawa and Kikuchi's review not only guides some of what has been accomplished in the care of patients with MM, but also outlines possible suitable agents based on the disease biology of MM, with the hope that this type of approach will be beneficial with both long survival and minimal toxicity.
The current strategy for newly diagnosed MM involves induction, consolidation, and maintenance therapy. Proteasome inhibitors and immunomodulatory drugs constitute backbone agents that significantly improve outcomes among patients with MM [3] , while the addition of new treatment options and combinations has added complexity in treatment selection for patients with MM. Furthermore, clinical practice outside of the context of clinical trials is an evolving field and real-world data should be also considered in the formulation of useful guidelines in the clinical settings and in the design of future studies for MM [4] . Dr. Kenshi Suzuki, who has had a leading role in the recent, pioneering work on care of myeloma patients, takes a global view of the current management of myeloma patients. Dr. Suzuki especially summarizes ideal, future-oriented therapeutic approaches for transplant eligible and newly diagnosed patients, highlighting risk adapted strategies, that offer individualized treatment options and may ultimately provide the possibility of a cure for those patients.
In daily clinical practice, a lot of hematologists are now faced with challenges including, optimal treatment sequencing and changing treatment goals. Although emerging data suggest that MRD negativity is one of the most powerful prognostic factors for treatment outcomes in patients with MM, the use of MRD to guide treatment decisions in MM has been still considered and controversial [5, 6] . Dr. Hiroyuki Takamatsu has reviewed the most recent updates on MRD monitoring protocols in Japan and introduced several ongoing and future clinical trials involving MRD testing. With the optimum tools and situation to detect MRD, it will be becoming clearer in future that having such information can make management decisions easier, especially when used in the context of a clinical situation.
The innovative developments in immuno-oncology have also permeated into the treatment strategy of MM, characterized by immune disruption that might contribute to disease progression. Emerging immunotherapeutic agents, such as antibody-based therapies, checkpoint inhibitors, and chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)-engineered T-cell therapies have been developed as a means of targeting immune evasion of myeloma cells [7] . Despite the successes on the development of B-cell maturation antigen (BCMA)-directed CAR T-cell therapy, there remain significant challenges associated with CAR T-cell therapy and essential research efforts are currently in progress to develop new targets and approaches. Dr. Naoki Hosen summarizes the state of art in the field of CAR T-cell therapy against MM, and present their effort to develop a new CAR T-cell therapy with greater focus on targeting a protein conformation that is preferentially detected in myeloma cells.
I am confident that this issue of Internal Journal of Hematology comprehends the essence of significant advances in MM and presents the data for their current practical utilization and future strategies that offer the possibility of a cure for patients with MM.
